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Abstract
When a gauge-natural invariant variational principle is assigned, to de-
termine canonical covariant conservation laws, the vertical part of gauge-
natural lifts of infinitesimal principal automorphisms – defining infinites-
imal variations of sections of gauge-natural bundles – must satisfy gener-
alized Jacobi equations for the gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian. Vice
versa all vertical parts of gauge-natural lifts of infinitesimal principal au-
tomorphisms which are in the kernel of generalized Jacobi morphisms
are generators of canonical covariant currents and superpotentials. In
particular, only a few gauge-natural lifts can be considered as canonical
generators of covariant gauge-natural physical charges.
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1 Introduction
In [1, 2] the general program was started of defining covariant conservation laws
for field theories as generators of infinitesimal transformations of the basis man-
ifold. In the classical Lagrangian formulation of field theories the description of
symmetries and conserved quantities amounts to define suitable (vector) densi-
ties which generate the conserved currents; in all relevant physical theories this
densities are found to be the divergence of skew–symmetric (tensor) densities,
which are called superpotentials for the conserved currents. It is also well known
that the importance of superpotentials relies on the fact that they can be inte-
grated to provide conserved quantities associated with the conserved currents
via the Stokes theorem (see e.g. [7] and references quoted therein). Within such a
procedure, the generalized Bianchi identities for geometric field theories - intro-
duced by Bergman to get (after an integration by parts procedure) a consistent
equation between (local) divergences within the first variation formula - are in
fact necessary and (locally) sufficient conditions for the conserved current ǫ to
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be not only closed but also the divergence of a skew-symmetric (tensor) density
(a superpotential) along solutions of the Euler–Lagrange equations. However,
to “covariantize” such a derivation of Bianchi identities and superpotentials,
background metrics or (fibered) connections have to be fixed a priori (see e.g.
[4, 6, 7] and the wide literature quoted therein). The outcoming of such an ad
hoc procedure is, notably, a triviality result concerning existence of global su-
perpotentials for gauge-natural field theories despite of the topology of the basis
of the gauge-natural bundle (see e.g. the review in [19]).
We shall show that, when a gauge-natural invariant variational principle is
assigned, to determine canonical (i.e. completely determined by the variational
problem and its invariance properties) covariant conservation laws, the vertical
part of gauge-natural lifts of infinitesimal principal automorphisms must sat-
isfy generalized Jacobi equations for the gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian.
Vice versa all vertical parts of gauge-natural lifts of infinitesimal principal au-
tomorphisms which are in the kernel of the generalized Jacobi morphism are
generators of canonical covariant currents and superpotentials.
This result is the outcoming of the following facts:
1. the role played by the invariance of a given variational problem of order
s on a fibered manifold Y → X with respect to the contact structure
induced by the affine fiberings πs+1s : Js+1Y → JsY and its encoding
through the Krupka’s finite order variational sequence language. It is
fundamental to stress that such an invariance has to reflect too in a precise
way on the nature of the conserved Noether currents associated with a
given gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian (see Remark 4);
2. the Noether Theorems (both of them) take a quite particular form in the
case of gauge-natural Lagrangian field theories (see e.g. [6, 19]) due to the
fact that the generalized Lie derivative of sections of the gauge-natural
bundles has special linearity properties and it is related with the vertical
part (with respect to the splitting induced by the contact structure) of
gauge-natural lifts of right-invariant (also called principal) infinitesimal
automorphisms of the underlying principal bundle (structure bundle);
3. the second variation of the action functional can be conveniently repre-
sented in the finite order variational sequence framework in terms of iter-
ated variational Lie derivatives (the quotient Lie derivative of variational
morphisms for first introduced in [10]) with respect to vertical parts of
gauge-natural lifts of principal infinitesimal automorphisms. In particular,
by resorting to the Second Noether Theorem, in [8, 9] the second variation
has been related with the generalized Jacobi morphism and in [21] the
relation of the kernel of generalized gauge-natural Jacobi morphism with
the kernel of a fundamental morphism, the (Bergman-)Bianchi morphism,
has been explicitly clarified in order to characterize Bianchi identities for
geometric field theories in terms of a special class of gauge-natural lifts of
infinitesimal principal automorphisms, namely those which have their ver-
tical part in the kernel of the generalized gauge-natural Jacobi morphism.
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Here we claim that the indeterminacy appearing in the derivation of gauge-
natural conserved charges (see the interesting papers [13, 19]) - i.e. the difficulty
of relating in a natural way infinitesimal gauge transfomations with infinitesimal
transformations of the basis manifold (e.g. of space-time) - can be solved by
requiring the second variation to be zero too. Historically Jacobi equations
were related to the so–called accessory problem (see, e.g. [3, 22]), where they
are directly obtained as the variation of the Euler–Lagrange equations of a given
Lagrangian. Thus they can be characterized via the Second Noether Theorem.
2 Variational sequences on gauge-natural bun-
dles
Our framework is a fibered manifold π : Y →X, with dimX = n and dimY =
n +m. For s ≥ q ≥ 0 integers we are concerned with the s–jet space JsY of
s–jet prolongations of (local) sections of π (see e.g. [15, 18, 23]); in particular,
we set J0Y ≡ Y . We recall the natural fiberings πsq : JsY → JqY , s ≥ q,
πs : JsY → X, and, among these, the affine fiberings πss−1. We denote with
V Y the vector subbundle of the tangent bundle TY of vectors on Y which are
vertical with respect to the fibering π.
Charts on Y adapted to π are denoted by (xσ, yi). Greek indices σ, µ, . . .
run from 1 to n and they label basis coordinates, while Latin indices i, j, . . . run
from 1 to m and label fibre coordinates, unless otherwise specified. We denote
multi–indices of dimension n by boldface Greek letters such as α = (α1, . . . , αn),
with 0 ≤ αµ, µ = 1, . . . , n; by an abuse of notation, we denote with σ the
multi–index such that αµ = 0, if µ 6= σ, αµ = 1, if µ = σ. We also set
|α| :=α1+· · ·+αn and α! :=α1! . . . αn!. The charts induced on JsY are denoted
by (xσ, yiα), with 0 ≤ |α| ≤ s; in particular, we set yi0 ≡ yi. The local vector
fields and forms of JsY induced by the above coordinates are denoted by (∂
α
i )
and (diα), respectively.
In the theory of variational sequences a fundamental role is played by the
contact maps on jet spaces (see [17, 18, 25]). Namely, for s ≥ 1, we consider the
natural complementary fibered morphisms over JsY → Js−1Y
D : JsY ×
X
TX → TJs−1Y , ϑ : JsY ×
Js−1Y
TJs−1Y → V Js−1Y ,
with coordinate expressions, for 0 ≤ |α| ≤ s− 1, given by
D = dλ⊗Dλ = dλ⊗(∂λ + yjα+λ∂αj ) , ϑ = ϑjα⊗∂αj = (djα − yjα+λdλ)⊗∂αj .
which induce the following natural splitting:
JsY ×
Js−1Y
T ∗Js−1Y =
(
JsY ×
Js−1Y
T ∗X
)
⊕ C∗s−1[Y ] , (1)
where C∗s−1[Y ] ≃ JsY ×
Js−1Y
V ∗Js−1Y .
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If f : JsY → IR is a function, then we set Dσf :=Dσf , Dα+σf :=DσDαf ,
where Dσ is the standard formal derivative. Given a vector field Ξ : JsY →
TJsY , the splitting (1) yields Ξ ◦ πs+1s = ΞH +ΞV where, if Ξ = Ξγ∂γ +Ξiα∂αi ,
then we have ΞH = Ξ
γDγ and ΞV = (Ξ
i
α − yiα+γΞγ)∂αi . We shall call ΞH and
ΞV the horizontal and the vertical part of Ξ, respectively.
The splitting (1) induces also a decomposition of the exterior differential on
Y , (πss−1)
∗◦ d = dH + dV , where dH and dV are defined to be the horizontal
and vertical differential . The action of dH and dV on functions and 1–forms on
JsY uniquely characterizes dH and dV (see, e.g., [23, 25] for more details). A
projectable vector field on Y is defined to be a pair (Ξ, ξ), where Ξ : Y → TY
and ξ : X → TX are vector fields and Ξ is a fibered morphism over ξ. If there
is no danger of confusion, we will denote simply by Ξ a projectable vector field
(Ξ, ξ). A projectable vector field (Ξ, ξ) can be prolonged by the flow functor
to a projectable vector field (jsΞ, ξ), the coordinate expression of which can be
found e.g. in [17, 18, 23, 25]; in particular, we have the following expressions
(jsΞ)H = ξ
σDσ, (jsΞ)V = Dα(ΞV )
i ∂αi , with (ΞV )
i = ξi − yiσξσ, for the
horizontal and the vertical part of jsΞ, respectively. From now on, by an abuse of
notation, we will write simply jsΞH and jsΞV . In particular, we stress that jsΞV
can be seen as a fibered morphism: jsΞV : Js+1Y ×
JsY
JsY → Js+1Y ×
JsY
JsV Y .
2.1 Gauge-natural bundles
In the following, we shall develop a suitable geometrical setting which enables
us to define and investigate the fundamental concept of conserved quantity in
gauge-natural Lagrangian field theories.
An important generalization of natural field theories [24] to gauge fields
theories passed through the concept of jet prolongation of a principal bundle
and the introduction of a very important geometric construction, namely the
gauge-natural bundle functor [5, 15].
Let P → X be a principal bundle with structure group G. Let r ≤ k be
integers andW (r,k)P := JrP ×
X
Lk(X), where Lk(X) is the bundle of k–frames
in X [5, 15], W (r,k)G :=JrG⊙GLk(n) the semidirect product with respect to
the action of GLk(n) on JrG given by the jet composition and GLk(n) is the
group of k–frames in IRn. Here we denote by JrG the space of (r, n)-velocities
on G. The bundle W (r,k)P is a principal bundle over X with structure group
W (r,k)G. The right action of W (r,k)G on the fibers of W (r,k)P is defined by
the composition of jets (see, e.g., [15]).
Definition 1 The principal bundle W (r,k)P (resp. the Lie groupW (r,k)G) is
said to be the gauge-natural prolongation of order (r, k) of P (resp. of G).
Definition 2 We define the vector bundle over X of right–invariant infinitesi-
mal automorphisms of P by setting A = TP/G.
For r ≤ k we also define the vector bundle overX of right invariant infinites-
imal automorphisms ofW (r,k)P by setting A(r,k) :=TW (r,k)P /W (r,k)G.
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Let F be any manifold and ζ :W (r,k)G×F → F be a left action ofW (r,k)G
on F . There is a naturally defined right action ofW (r,k)G on W (r,k)P ×F so
that we can associate in a standard way to W (r,k)P the bundle, on the given
basis X, Y ζ :=W
(r,k)P ×ζ F [5, 15].
Definition 3 We say (Y ζ ,X, πζ ;F ,G) to be the gauge-natural bundle of order
(r, k) associated to the principal bundle W (r,k)P by means of the left action ζ
of the group W (r,k)G on the manifold F .
Remark 1 A principal automorphism Φ ofW (r,k)P induces an automorphism
of the gauge-natural bundle by:
Φζ : Y ζ → Y ζ : [(jxr γ, j0kt), fˆ ]ζ 7→ [Φ(jxr γ, j0kt), fˆ ]ζ , (2)
where fˆ ∈ F and [·, ·]ζ is the equivalence class induced by the action ζ.
Denote by TX and A(r,k) the sheaf of vector fields on X and the sheaf of
right invariant vector fields onW (r,k)P , respectively. A functorial mapping G is
defined which lifts any right–invariant local automorphism (Φ, φ) of the principal
bundle W (r,k)P into a unique local automorphism (Φζ , φ) of the associated
bundle Y ζ . Its infinitesimal version associates to any Ξ¯ ∈ A(r,k), projectable
over ξ ∈ TX , a unique projectable vector field Ξˆ :=G(Ξ¯) on Y ζ in the following
way:
G : Y ζ ×
X
A(r,k) → TY ζ : (y, Ξ¯) 7→ Ξˆ(y) , (3)
where, for any y ∈ Y ζ , one sets: Ξˆ(y) = ddt [(Φζ t)(y)]t=0, and Φζ t denotes the
(local) flow corresponding to the gauge-natural lift of Φt.
This mapping fulfils the following properties:
1. G is linear over idY ζ ;
2. we have Tπζ ◦ G = idTX ◦ π¯(r,k), where π¯(r,k) is the natural projection
Y ζ ×
X
A(r,k) → TX;
3. G is a homomorphism of Lie algebras: for any pair (Λ¯, Ξ¯) of vector fields
in A(r,k), we have G([Λ¯, Ξ¯]) = [G(Λ¯),G(Ξ¯)];
4. in coordinates G = dµ⊗∂µ+ dAν⊗(ZiνA ∂i)+ dνλ⊗(Ziλν ∂i), with 0 < |ν| < k,
1 < |λ| < r and ZiνA , Ziλν ∈ C∞(Y ζ) are suitable functions which depend
on the bundle, precisely on the fibers (see [15]).
Definition 4 The map G is called the gauge-natural lifting functor. The pro-
jectable vector field (Ξˆ, ξ) ≡ G((Ξ¯, ξ)) is called the gauge-natural lift of (Ξ¯, ξ) to
the bundle Y ζ .
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We shall consider variation vector fields which are vertical parts of gauge-
natural lifts of infinitesimal principal automorphisms. We recall that, due to the
very definition of generalized Lie derivative of sections of gauge-natural bundles,
variation vector fields are in fact formal Lie derivatives of sections with respect
to gauge-natural lifts (see the item 4 in the following). This will enables us
to realize morphisms such as the Jacobi or the Bianchi morphisms in a very
suitable way for our purposes.
Definition 5 (Lie derivative of sections.) Let γ be a (local) section of the
gauge-natural bundle Y ζ , Ξ¯ ∈ A(r,k) and Ξˆ its gauge-natural lift. Following [15]
we define the generalized Lie derivative of γ along the vector field Ξˆ to be the
(local) section £Ξ¯γ :X → V Y ζ , by setting: £Ξ¯γ = Tγ ◦ ξ − Ξˆ ◦ γ.
Remark 2 This section is a vertical prolongation of γ, i.e. it satisfies the prop-
erty: νY ζ ◦ £Ξγ = γ, where νY ζ is the projection νY ζ : V Y ζ → Y ζ . Its
coordinate expression is given by (£Ξ¯γ)
i = ξσ∂σγ
i − Ξˆi(γ). As customary we
denote it by £Ξ¯γ and not by £Ξˆγ because of the functorial correspondence
between Ξ¯ and Ξˆ.
Remark 3 The Lie derivative operator acting on sections of gauge-natural bun-
dles satisfies the following properties:
1. for any vector field Ξ¯ ∈ A(r,k), the mapping γ 7→ £Ξ¯γ is a first–order
quasilinear differential operator;
2. for any local section γ of Y ζ , the mapping Ξ¯ 7→ £Ξ¯γ is a linear differential
operator;
3. we can regard £Ξ¯ : J1Y ζ → V Y ζ as a morphism over the basis X.
In this case it is meaningful to consider the (standard) jet prolongation
of £Ξ¯, denoted by js£Ξ¯ : Js+1Y ζ → V JsY ζ . By using the canonical
isomorphism V JsY ζ ≃ JsV Y ζ , we have £Ξ¯(jsγ) = js(£Ξ¯γ), for any
(local) section γ of Y ζ and for any (local) vector field Ξ¯ ∈ A(r,k).
4. as a consequence of linearity properties of gauge-natural lifts, we have
jsΞˆV (γ) = −£jsΞ¯γ. In particular, we can consider the Lie derivative of
sections, £, as a bundle morphism [21]:
£ : Js+1(Y ζ ×
X
A(r,k))→ Js+1Y ζ ×
JsY ζ
V JsY ζ .
2.2 Variational Lie derivative of variational morphisms
For the sake of simplifying notation, sometimes, we will omit the subscript ζ, so
that all our considerations shall refer to Y as a gauge-natural bundle as defined
above.
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We shall be here concerned with some distinguished sheaves of forms on jet
spaces [17, 23, 25]. We shall in particular follow notation given in [25] to which
the reader is referred for details. For s ≥ 0, we consider the standard sheaves
Λps of p–forms on JsY . For 0 ≤ q ≤ s, we consider the sheaves Hp(s,q) and Hps
of horizontal forms with respect to the projections πsq and π
s
0, respectively. For
0 ≤ q < s, we consider the subsheaves Cp(s,q) ⊂ Hp(s,q) and Cps ⊂ Cp(s+1,s) of
contact forms, i.e. horizontal forms valued into C∗s [Y ](they have the property of
vanishing along any section of the gauge-natural bundle).
According to [17, 25], the fibered splitting (1) yields the sheaf splitting
Hp(s+1,s) =
⊕p
t=0 Cp−t(s+1,s) ∧Hts+1, which restricts to the inclusion Λps ⊂
⊕p
t=0
Cp−ts ∧ Ht,hs+1, where Hp,hs+1 := h(Λps) for 0 < p ≤ n and the surjective map
h is defined to be the restriction to Λps of the projection of the above splitting
onto the non–trivial summand with the highest value of t. By an abuse of nota-
tion, let us denote by d kerh the sheaf generated by the presheaf d kerh in the
standard way. We set Θ∗s := kerh + d kerh.
The s–th order quotient variational sequence associated with the fibered
manifold Y →X:
0 ✲ IRY ✲ Λ
0
s
E0
✲ Λ1s/Θ
1
s
E1
✲ Λ2s/Θ
2
s
E2
✲ . . .
EI−1
✲ ΛIs/Θ
I
s
EI
✲ ΛI+1s
d
✲ 0 ,
has been introduced by Krupka [17].
To the aim of characterizing some fundamental morphisms for the calculus
of variations as sections of quotient sheaves and as corresponding differential
quotient morphisms, let us consider the truncated variational sequence:
0 ✲ IRY ✲ V0s
E0
✲ V1s
E1
✲ . . .
En
✲ Vn+1s
En+1
✲ En+1(Vn+1s )
En+2
✲ 0 ,
where, following [25], the sheaves Vps := Cp−ns ∧Hn,hs+1/h(d kerh) with 0 ≤ p ≤
n+ 2 are suitable representations of the corresponding quotient sheaves in the
variational sequence by means of sheaves of sections of tensor bundles.
Let α ∈ C1s ∧Hn,hs+1 ⊂ Vn+1s+1 . Then there is a unique pair of sheaf morphisms
([14, 16, 25])
Eα ∈ C1(2s,0) ∧Hn,h2s+1 , Fα ∈ C1(2s,s) ∧Hn,h2s+1 , (4)
such that (π2s+1s+1 )
∗α = Eα − Fα, and Fα is locally of the form Fα = dHpα, with
pα ∈ C1(2s−1,s−1) ∧Hn−12s.
Definition 6 Let γ ∈ Λn+1s . The morphism Eh(γ) ∈ Vn+1s is called the gener-
alized Euler–Lagrange morphism associated with γ.
Let η ∈ C1s ∧ C1(s,0) ∧Hn,hs+1 ⊂ Vn+2s+1 , then there is a unique morphism
Kη ∈ C1(2s,s) ⊗ C1(2s,0) ∧Hn,h2s+1 , (5)
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such that, for all Ξ : Y → V Y , EjsΞ⌋η = C11 (j2sΞ⊗Kη), where C11 stands for
tensor contraction on the first factor and ⌋ denotes inner product (see [16, 25]).
Furthermore, there is a unique pair of sheaf morphisms
Hη ∈ C1(2s,s) ∧ C1(2s,0) ∧Hn,h2s+1 , Gη ∈ C2(2s,s) ∧Hn,h2s+1 , (6)
such that (π2s+1s+1 )
∗
η = Hη − Gη and Hη = 12 A(Kη), where A stands for
antisymmetrisation. Moreover, Gη is locally of the type Gη = dHqη, where
qη ∈ C2(2s−1,s−1) ∧Hn−12s, hence [η] = [Hη] [16, 25].
Definition 7 Let γ ∈ Λn+1s . The morphism Hhdγ ≡ H[En+1(γ)], where square
brackets denote equivalence class, is called the generalized Helmholtz morphism.
The standard Lie derivative of fibered morphisms with respect to a pro-
jectable vector field jsΞ passes to the quotient in the variational sequence, thus
defining a new quotient operator (introduced in [10]), the variational Lie deriva-
tive LjsΞ, acting on equivalence classes of fibered morphisms which are sections
of the quotient sheaves in the variational sequence. Thus variational Lie deriva-
tives of generalized Lagrangians or Euler–Lagrange morphisms can be conve-
niently represented as equivalence classes in Vns and Vn+1s . In particular, the
following two results hold true [10].
Theorem 1 Let [α] = h(α) ∈ Vns . Then we have locally (up to pull-backs)
LjsΞ(h(α)) = ΞV ⌋En(h(α)) + dH(j2sΞV ⌋pdV h(α) + ξ⌋h(α)) .
Theorem 2 Let α ∈ Λn+1s . Then we have globally (up to pull-backs)
LjsΞ[α] = En(js+1ΞV ⌋h(α)) + C11 (jsΞV ⊗Khdα) .
2.3 Generalized gauge-natural Jacobi morphisms
We recall some previous results concerning the representation of generalized
gauge-natural Jacobi morphisms in variational sequences and their relation with
the second variation of a generalized gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian [21].
Definition 8 Let α : JsY →
p∧T ∗JsY . Let ψktk , with 1 ≤ k ≤ i, be the flows
generated by an i–tuple (Ξ1, . . . ,Ξi) of (vertical, although actually it is enough
that they are projectable) vector fields on Y and let Γi be the i–th formal
variation generated by the Ξk’s (to which we shall refer as variation vector
fields) and defined, for each y ∈ Y , by Γi(t1, . . . , ti)(y) = ψiti ◦ . . . ◦ ψ1t1(y). We
define the i–th formal variation of the morphism α to be
δiα :=
∂i
∂t1 . . . ∂ti
∣∣
t1,...,ti=0
(α ◦ jsΓi(t1, . . . , ti)(y)) . (7)
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The following Lemma states the relation between the i–th formal variation
of a morphism and its iterated Lie derivative [11, 21].
Lemma 1 Let α : JsY →
p∧T ∗JsY and LjsΞk be the Lie derivative operator
acting on differential fibered morphism.
Let Γi be the i–th formal variation generated by variation vector fields Ξk,
1 ≤ k ≤ i on Y . Then we have
δiα = LjsΞ1 . . . LjsΞiα . (8)
Let α ∈ (Vns )Y . The operator δi passes to the quotient in the variational
sequence. We shall call the quotient operator the i–th variational vertical deriva-
tive. We have δi[α] :=[δiα] = [LΞi . . . LΞ1α] = LΞi . . .LΞ1 [α].
Let now variation vector fields be vertical parts of gauge-natural lifts. By
resorting to the Second Noether Theorem, we have the following characterization
of the second variational vertical derivative of a generalized Lagrangian [21]
which in fact enable us to relate the second variation with the morphism Kη
defined by Eq. (5) (for η = hdδλ).
First of all we fix some preliminary properties of gauge-natural lifts.
Lemma 2 Let jsΞˆ be the s-jet prolongation of Ξˆ which is a vector field on
JsY ζ . It turns out then that jsG(Ξ¯) = G(jsΞ¯).
Proof. Owing to linearity properties of the Lie derivative of sections of
gauge-natural bundles and since jsΞˆV = −£jsΞ¯, the statement is a consequence
of Proposition 15.5 in [15]. QED
Let jsΞˆV be the vertical part according to the splitting (1). We shall de-
note by jsΞ¯V the induced section of the vector bundle A(r+s,k+s) following the
Lemma above. The set of all sections of this kind defines a vector subbundle
of JsA(r,k) which, by an abuse of notation, we shall denote by V JsA(r,k). Let
jsΞˆV be variation vector fields and let δ
2
G
λ be the variation of λ with respect to
such variation vector fields.
Proposition 1 Let λ ∈ (Vns )Y and let G(Ξ¯)V be a variation vector field. Let
χ(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) :=C
1
1 (j2sΞˆ⊗KhdLj2sΞ¯V λ) ≡ EjsΞˆ⌋hdLj2s+1Ξ¯V λ; then we have
δ2Gλ = [En(j2sΞ⌋hδλ) + J (λ,G(Ξ¯)V )] , (9)
where [ ] denotes the equivalence class in the variational sequence, while
J (λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) := Eχ(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ).
Definition 9 Let Ξ¯ ∈ A(r,k). We call the morphism J (λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) the gauge-
natural generalized Jacobi morphism associated with the Lagrangian λ and the
gauge-natural lift G(Ξ¯)V .
The morphism J (λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) is a linear morphism with respect to the projec-
tion J4sY ζ×
X
V J4sA(r,k) → J4sY ζ . Notice that, seen as a section of (Vns )Y ×
X
V Y ,
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the equivalence class [En(jsΞ¯V ⌋h(δλ))] vanishes being a local divergence of
higher contact forms. This can also be compared with analogous results in [11].
Thus, as a consequence Theorem 2 and Proposition 1, we have the following.
Proposition 2 Let δ2
G
λ be the variation of λ with respect to vertical parts of
gauge-natural lifts of infinitesimal principal automorphisms. We have:
G(Ξ¯)V ⌋En(G(Ξ¯)V ⌋En(λ)) = δ2Gλ = En(G(Ξ¯)V ⌋h(dδλ)) . (10)
3 Canonical covariant conserved currents
In the following we assume that the field equations are generated by means of
a variational principle from a Lagrangian which is gauge-natural invariant, i.e.
invariant with respect to any gauge-natural lift of infinitesimal right invariant
vector fields.
Definition 10 Let (Ξˆ, ξ) be a projectable vector field on Y ζ . Let λ ∈ Vns be a
generalized Lagrangian. We say Ξˆ to be a symmetry of λ if Ljs+1Ξˆ λ = 0.
We say λ to be a gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian if the gauge-natural
lift (Ξˆ, ξ) of any vector field Ξ¯ ∈ A(r,k) is a symmetry for λ, i.e. if Ljs+1Ξ¯ λ = 0.
In this case the projectable vector field Ξˆ ≡ G(Ξ¯) is called a gauge-natural
symmetry of λ.
Remark 4 As well known, the Second Noether Theorem deals with invari-
ance properties of the Euler-Lagrange equations (so-called generalized symme-
tries or also Bessel-Hagen symmetries, see e.g. the fundamental papers [24]).
Although symmetries of a Lagrangian turn out to be also symmetries of the
Euler–Lagrange morphism the converse is not true, in general.
In particular, although for a gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian λ we always
have LjsΞ¯λ = 0, LjsΞ¯V λ does not need to be zero in principle; however when
the second variation δ2
G
λ is required to vanish then LjsΞ¯V En(λ) surely vanishes,
i.e. jsΞ¯V is a generalized or Bessel–Hagen symmetry. The symmetries of the
Euler–Lagrange morphism (Second Noether Theorem) impose some constraints
on the conserved quantities associated with gauge-natural symmetries of λ (see
e.g. [1].
The First Noether Theorem takes a particularly interesting form in the case
of gauge-natural Lagrangians as shown in the following.
Proposition 3 Let λ ∈ Vns be a gauge-natural Lagrangian and (Ξˆ, ξ) a gauge-
natural symmetry of λ. Then we have 0 = −£Ξ¯⌋En(λ) + dH(−js£Ξ¯⌋pdV λ +
ξ⌋λ). Suppose that (j2s+1σ)∗(−£Ξ¯⌋En(λ)) = 0. Then, the (n − 1)–form ǫ =
−js£Ξ¯⌋pdV λ + ξ⌋λ fulfills the equation d((j2sσ)∗(ǫ)) = 0.
If σ is a critical section for En(λ), i.e. (j2s+1σ)∗En(λ) = 0, the above equation
admits a physical interpretation as a so-called weak conservation law for the
density associated with ǫ.
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Definition 11 Let λ ∈ Vns be a gauge-natural Lagrangian and Ξ¯ ∈ A(r,k). Then
the sheaf morphism ǫ : J2sY ζ×
X
V J2sA(r,k) → C∗2s[A(r,k)]⊗C∗0 [A(r,k)]∧(
n−1∧ T ∗X)
is said to be a gauge-natural weakly conserved current .
Remark 5 In general, this conserved current is not uniquely defined. In fact,
it depends on the choice of pdV λ, which is not unique, in general (see [25] and
references quoted therein).
In gauge-natural Lagrangian theories it is a well known procedure to perform
suitable integrations by parts to decompose the conserved current ǫ into the
sum of a conserved current vanishing along solutions of the Euler–Lagrange
equations, the so–called reduced current, and the formal divergence of a skew–
symmetric (tensor) density called a superpotential (which is defined modulo a
divergence). Within such a procedure, the generalized Bianchi identities are in
fact necessary and (locally) sufficient conditions for the conserved current ǫ to
be not only closed but also the divergence of a skew-symmetric (tensor) density
along solutions of the Euler–Lagrange equations.
The following Lemma is a geometric version of the integration by parts
procedure quoted above and it is based on a global decomposition formula of
vertical morphisms due to Kola´rˇ [14].
Lemma 3 Let ω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) :=£Ξ¯⌋En(λ) : J2sY ζ ×
X
V J2sA(r,k) → C∗2s[A(r,k)]⊗
C∗2s[A(r,k)]⊗C∗0 [A(r,k)] ∧ (
n∧T ∗X). Then we have globally
(π4s+1s+1 )
∗ω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) = β(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) + Fω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) ,
where β(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) ≡ Eω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) :
: J4sY ζ×
X
V J4sA(r,k) → C∗2s[A(r,k)]⊗C∗0 [A(r,k)]⊗C∗0 [A(r,k)]∧ (
n∧T ∗X) and locally,
Fω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) = DHMω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ), with Mω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) :
: J4s−1Y ζ ×
X
V J4s−1A(r,k))→ C∗2s[A(r,k)]⊗C∗2s−1[A(r,k)]⊗C∗0 [A(r,k)]∧ (
n−1∧ T ∗X).
Coordinate expressions for the morphisms β(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) and Mω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) can be
found by a backwards procedure (see e.g. [14]). In particular, β(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) is
nothing but the Euler–Lagrange morphism associated with the new Lagrangian
ω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) defined on the fibered manifold J2sY ζ ×
X
V J2sA(r,k) → X. In
particular, we get the following local decomposition of ω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ):
ω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) = β(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) +DH ǫ˜(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) , (11)
where we put ǫ˜(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) ≡Mω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ).
Definition 12 We call the global morphism β(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) :=Eω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) the
generalized Bianchi morphism associated with the Lagrangian λ.
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Remark 6 For any (Ξ¯, ξ) ∈ A(r,k), as a consequence of the gauge-natural in-
variance of the Lagrangian, by the Noether’s First Theorem, the morphism
β(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) ≡ En(ω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V )) is locally identically vanishing. We stress that
these are just local generalized Bianchi identities. In particular, we have locally
ω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) = DH ǫ˜(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) [2].
The form ǫ˜(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) ≡Mω(λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) is called a local reduced current. It vanishes
along any critical section.
The problem of the general covariance of generalized Bianchi identities for
field theories was posed by Anderson and Bergman already in 1951 (see [1]).
Let now K :=KerJ (λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) be the kernel of the generalized gauge-natural mor-
phism J (λ,G(Ξ¯)V ). As a consequence of Proposition 2 and of considerations
above, we have the following covariant characterization of the kernel of gener-
alized Bianchi morphism, the detailed proof of which will appear in [21].
Theorem 3 The generalized Bianchi morphism is globally vanishing if and only
if δ2
G
λ ≡ J (λ,G(Ξ¯)V ) = 0, i.e. if and only if G(Ξ¯)V ∈ K.
The gauge-natural invariance of the variational principle in its whole enables
us to solve the intrinsic indeterminacy in the conserved charges associated with
gauge-natural symmetries of Lagrangian field theories (in [19], for example, the
special case of the gravitational field coupled with fermionic matter is consid-
ered and the Kosmann lift is then invoked as an ad hoc choice to recover the
well known expression of the Komar superpotential). By requiring the second
variation to vanish, i.e. on the kernel of the Jacobi morphism, we express gauge-
natural lits of infinitesimal principal automorphism in terms of the correspond-
ing infinitesimal diffeomorphisms (their projections) on the basis manifolds (see
Theorem 4 below). This is well known to be of great importance within the
theory of Lie derivative of sections of a gauge-natural bundle and notably for
the Lie derivative of spinors (see e.g. the review given in [19]).
Theorem 4 Let λ ∈ Vns be a gauge-natural invariant generalized Lagrangian
and let G(Ξ¯) be a gauge-natural lift of the principal infinitesimal automorphism
Ξ¯ ∈ Ar,k, i.e. a gauge-natural symmetry of λ. Then Ξ¯ ∈ Ar,k is related to its
projection ξ ∈ TX by the condition
(−1)|σ|Dσ

DµΞ¯jV

∂j(∂µi λ) −
s−|µ|∑
|α|=0
(−1)|µ+α| (µ+α)!
µ!α!
Dα∂
α
j (∂
µ
i λ)



 = 0 .
Proof. We recall that given a vector field jsΞˆ : JsY ζ → TJrY ζ , the split-
ting (1) yields jsΞˆ ◦ πs+1s = jsΞˆH + jsΞˆV where, if jsΞˆ = Ξˆγ∂γ + Ξˆiα∂αi , then
we have jsΞˆH = Ξˆ
γDγ and jsΞˆV = Dα(Ξˆ
i − yiγΞˆγ)∂αi . Analogous considera-
tions hold true of course also for the unique corresponding invariant vector field
jsΞ¯ on W
(r,k)P . In particular, the condition jsΞ¯V = Dα(Ξ¯
i
V )∂
α
i ∈ K implies,
of course, that the components Ξ¯iα and Ξ¯
γ are not independent, but they are
related in such a way that jsΞ¯V = Dα(Ξˆ
i − yiγΞˆγ)∂αi must be a solution of
generalized gauge-natural Jacobi equations for the Lagrangian λ. QED
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Remark 7 For each Ξ¯ ∈ A(r,k) such that Ξ¯V ∈ K, we have LjsΞ¯Hω(λ,K) = 0;
the latter is a naturality condition for the morphism ω(λ,K) and says something
on the Hamiltonian structure of the theory itself (see [12] for details).
The result above reflects in the theory of conserved currents and superpo-
tentials for gauge-natural field theories, where the theory of Lie derivatives of
sections of gauge-natural bundles finds one of its main application. In the fol-
lowing we shall refer to canonical globally defined objects (such as currents or
corresponding superpotentials) by their explicit dependence on K.
Corollary 1 Let λ ∈ Vns be a gauge-natural Lagrangian and jsΞˆV ∈ K a
gauge-natural symmetry of λ. Being β(λ,K) ≡ 0, we have, globally, ω(λ,K) =
DHǫ(λ,K), then the following holds:
DH(ǫ(λ,K) − ǫ˜(λ,K) = 0 . (12)
Eq. (12) is referred as a gauge-natural ‘strong’ conservation law for the global
density ǫ(λ,K) − ǫ˜(λ,K).
We can now state the following fundamental result about the existence and
globality of canonical gauge-natural superpotentials in the framework of varia-
tional sequences.
Theorem 5 Let λ ∈ Vns be a gauge-natural Lagrangian and (jsΞˆ, ξ) a gauge-
natural symmetry of λ. Then there exists a global sheaf morphism ν(λ,K) ∈(Vn−22s−1)Y ζ×
X
K
such that
DHν(λ,K) = ǫ(λ,K)− ǫ˜(λ,K) .
Definition 13 We define the sheaf morphism ν(λ,K) to be a canonical gauge-
natural superpotential associated with λ.
Example 1 (Einstein-Yang–Mills theory) Let λ ∈ Vns . It is known (see
e.g. [14]) that
dV λ = (dV λ)
α
i ϑ
i
α ∧ ω , EdV λ = E(λ)iϑi ∧ ω , pdV λ = p(λ)αµi ϑiα ∧ ωµ ,
p(λ)βµi = (dV λ)
α
i β + µ = α, |α| = s ,
p(λ)βµi = (dV λ)
α
i −Dνp(λ)ανi β + µ = α, |α| = s− 1 ,
E(λ)αi = (dV λ)αi −Dνp(λ)ανi |α| = 0 .
Furthermore, E(λ)i =
∑
|α|≤s(−1)|α|Dα(dV λ)αi .
Let (P ,X, π;G) be a principal bundle, g a metric on X , k an ad–invariant
metric on G. Let ω be a principal connection and F its g–valued curvature
2–form. Let us now take the gauge–natural bundle Y = Lor(X) ×
X
C, where
Lor(X) is the bundle of Lorentzian metrics over space–time X and C is the
affine bundle of principal connections ω over P . Local coordinates on Y are
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given by xµ, gµν , ωiµ. Let us consider the gauge–natural Lagrangian λ defined
on the gauge–natural bundle J2Lor(X)×
X
J1C:
λ = λH(g
µν , Rµν) + λYM (g
µν , F iµν) , (13)
where λH = − 12κ
√
ggαβRαβ is the Einstein Lagrangian, Rαβ is the Ricci tensor
of the metric g given by Rαβ :=R
µ
αµβ = Dµγ
µ
αβ − Dβγµαµ + γµνµγναβ − γµνβγναµ,
with γµνβ =
1
2g
µα(Dνgβα − Dαgνβ + Dβgαν) the Levi–Civita connection of g,√
g =
√
|det(gµν)|, κ is a constant and λYM (gµν , F iµν) = − 14
√
gFλγi F
i
λγ is the
Yang–Mills Lagrangian. Here Fλγi = kijg
λαgγβF jαβ .
Notice that in this case Y ζ = J2Lor(X)×
X
J1C and the order of the gauge-
natural bundle is (r, k) = (3, 2). An infinitesimal right-invariant automorphism
of P is given in the split form:
Ξ = Ξh + Ξv = Ξ
µ(∂µ + ω
i
µ∂i) + (Ξ
i − ωiµΞµ)∂i ,
where ∂i is a local basis of right-invariant vertical vector fields on P . We shall
respectively indicate by Ξv and Ξh the vertical and horizontal components of
Ξ with respect to the principal connection ω; we shall write Ξiv = Ξ
i − ωiµΞµ.
Notice that Ξiv is not equal to Ξ
i
V , but they are related in a clear and simple
way. We get ǫσ(λ,Ξh) = ǫ
σ(λH ,Ξh) + ǫ
σ(λYM ,Ξh), where
ǫσ(λH ,Ξh) =
1
κ
√
g(Rσβ −Rgσβ)Ξβ +∇µ[
√
g
2κ
(∇σΞµ −∇µΞσ)] .
and
ǫσ(λYM ,Ξh) = (2p
µσ
i £Ξhω
i
µ − λYMΞσ) = −
√
g(Fµσi F
i
µν −
1
4
Fµρi F
i
µρδ
σ
ν )Ξ
ν .
R is the scalar curvature and pµνi = −
√
g
2 F
µν
i . Here and in the sequel∇µ denotes
the covariant metric derivative with respect to g.
A “horizontal” superpotential is given by: νσµh =
√
g
4κ (∇σΞµ−∇µΞσ), which
is essentially the Komar superpotential [2].
Furthermore, we have ǫσ(λY M ,Ξv) = −2pµσi ∇µΞiv = −∇µ(−2pµσi Ξiv) +
2∇µpµσi Ξiv. Then there exists a “vertical” superpotential, given by:
νµσv = p
µσ
i Ξ
i
v = −
√
g
2
Fµσi Ξ
i
v .
From Theorem 4, we deduce that also the components Ξiv – when ΞV is an
element of the kernel of the gauge-natural generalized Jacobi morphism – can
be expressed invariantly in terms of the components Ξµ of the projection of Ξv:
(−1)|σ|Dσ (Dµ(Ξˆiv + (ωˆiγ − yiγ)Ξˆγ)ψµji) = 0 ,
where ψµji = (∂j(∂
µ
i λ)−
∑s−|µ|
|α|=0(−1)|µ+α| (µ+α)!µ!α! Dα∂αj (∂µi λ)) and ωˆ is the gauge
natural prolongation of ω (see [6]). When such a dependence is expressed ex-
plicitly, we write νµσv = ν
µσ
v (λ,K).
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Equivalently, given Ξiv as above, Theorem 4 says us also that some con-
straint on the connection ω is there. It is maybe noteworthy that λ is the total
Lagrangian (13).
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